Novel method for preventing cyclorotation in Ziemer Femto LDV Z8 femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery with Verion image-guided system
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Purpose: To investigate the feasibility of a new method involving the use of the Verion image-guided system in preventing cyclorotation during femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery (FLACS).

Patients: Our preliminary data included details of 24 consecutive patients. All patients underwent cataract surgery at Universal Eye Center, Zhong-Li, Taiwan, between December 2016 and January 2017.

Methods: We developed a technique to use the Verion image-guided system in FLACS and evaluated whether this new technique is compatible with Femto LDV Z8. The Verion image-guided system was used to prevent misalignments. The only additional step in this technique is using a marking tool to place ink on the corneal limbus (at 3 and 9 o’clock positions) guided by the Verion digital marker system. Remaining procedures could be performed using the touchscreen of Femto LDV Z8 to calibrate the horizontal reference axis.

Results: This study included 24 patients who underwent cataract surgery. The technique used could effectively neutralize misalignments at an average of 8.08° and 2.66° in clockwise and counterclockwise directions, respectively.

Conclusion: This technique combines the advantages of iris fingerprinting technology and mobile features of Femto LDV Z8, has fewer transfer steps, improves centration of the eyes, and, most importantly, can prevent misalignments through cyclotorsion or docking procedures. Furthermore, this method can improve the accuracy of arcuate incisions and toric intraocular lens alignment in astigmatism correction.
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Plain language summary
Femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery (FLACS) featuring laser precision in astigmatic keratotomy and circular capsulotomy is now gaining popularity among cataract surgeons. Recently, a new modality with mobile function, Femto LDV Z8, was designed to provide a better laser profile and user-friendly operating system; however, these advantages cannot be realized until the misalignment and cyclotorsion are effectively eliminated. The conventional reference marking method is performed under a slit lamp and requires intraoperative patient transfer. Currently, an intraoperative image-guided system using iris fingerprint registration is used for managing astigmatism in cataract surgery. In this study, we developed a technique to use the Verion image-guided system in FLACS. This new technique is compatible with Femto LDV Z8.
**Introduction**

Increasing numbers of ophthalmologists and patients are opting for femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery (FLACS). At present, commercially available FLACS systems include LenSx (Alcon Laboratories, Inc., Fort Worth, TX, USA), Catalys (Abbott Medical Optics, Santa Ana, CA, USA), Victus (Tecnolas/Bausch & Lomb, Munich, Germany), LenSAR (Topcon, Gamagori, Japan), and LDV Z8 (Ziemer Ophthalmic Systems AG, Port, Switzerland). In addition to lens fragmentation and the ability to create nearly circular capsulotomy, the benefits of FLACS include customizable and precise arcuate incisions, which improve the management of corneal astigmatism.1

One of the key factors to be addressed in astigmatism correction is misalignment,2 including ocular cyclotorsion, which is frequently encountered during refractive surgeries.3 Every one degree of misalignment can cause a loss of ~3% of correction with femtosecond laser platforms or toric intraocular lenses (IOLs) in cataract surgeries.4–6 In addition, primary wound creation using clear corneal incision (CCI) can induce astigmatism.7 Deviation from target axis in toric IOLs implantation can be significantly decreased with Callisto Eye (Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany) image-guided system (3.6°±2.6°) compared to that with manual marking (5.5°±3.3°).8 Our previously published data also demonstrated that horizontal slit beam marking resulted in a misalignment of 3.66° compared with the Verion (Alcon Laboratories, Inc., Fort Worth, TX, USA) digital marking technique.9 Intraoperative imaging using the Verion image-guided system matched the preoperative image displaying the scleral vessels, limbal vessels, and iris morphology of the eyes, known as iris fingerprint registration.10 The software determined meridians with a limbal protractor projected over the view of a surgical microscope, guiding toric IOL alignments.

Many manual marking techniques, including pendular, tonometer, and bubble markers, were also reported in facilitating toric IOL implantation.11 These methods can prevent intraoperative cyclotorsion. However, subjective markers can result in potential rotational and vertical misalignments.12 Femtosecond laser-assisted astigmatic keratotomy (FSAK) with current modalities can be rapidly performed, with satisfactory efficiency of cylindrical error reduction.13 However, similar to traditional cataract surgeries, FLACS also requires precise alignment and a proper reference axis to prevent residual refractive error. Femto LDV Z8 is a femtosecond laser system used for corneal, corneal refractive, and cataract surgeries. However, this system cannot detect intraoperative cyclotorsion, horizontal misalignments, or vertical misalignments. Furthermore, primary and arcuate incisions require accurate axis determination to prevent residual or unexpected astigmatism postoperatively. Here, we propose a new method using the Verion image-guided system with Femto LDV Z8 for improved astigmatism correction during the FLACS procedure. To our knowledge, this is the first report of such a technique using Femto LDV Z8.

**Methods**

Our preliminary data included 35 consecutive eyes. All the patients underwent cataract surgery at Universal Eye Center, Zhong-Li, Taiwan, between December 2016 and January 2017. All the patients were informed regarding risks and benefits before cataract surgery, and they provided written informed consent in accordance with the institutional guidelines and the Declaration of Helsinki regarding human research. The present study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Antai Tian-Sheng Memorial Hospital.

**Image acquisition and docking process**

Limbus registration was performed using the Verion image-guided system (with the patient seated in upright position). Initially, a preoperative high-resolution image was captured and then superimposed onto the surgical field under an operating microscope (Figure 1A). The two ends of 0°–180° horizontal axis were marked on the corneal limbus using a 27-gauge needle with ink guided by the Verion system (Figure 1B). Suction ring reference points at the temporal side (representing 0° on the axis) and nasal side (representing 180° on the axis) were aligned with ink marks. Furthermore, docking was achieved using a plastic-patient interface ring secured with suction. As soon as the suction vacuum approached 400 mbar, the suction ring was filled with a balanced salt solution. The handpiece, attached to an articulating arm of the laser system, was docked over the corneal apex.

**Novel method for meridian adjustment**

The Femto LDV Z8 image was acquired after docking; the two blue marks located 180° apart at the limbus were clearly visualized (Figure 1C). Through the operator screen, the Femto LDV Z8 horizontal reference line was projected onto the cornea for planning CCI. The angular difference occurring between the reference and imaginary lines connecting the two blue marks was due to cyclotorsion. CCI was accomplished after manually aligning the two lines (Figure 1D). The aforementioned procedures were repeated for arcuate incision calibrations (Figure 1E and F). The angular difference between the reference axis and imaginary line was measured using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). More specifically, a trained grader used the straight
line in ImageJ as horizontal reference marker and ensured its overlap with $0^\circ$–$180^\circ$ indicators of screenshot from LDV Z8. Then, the second line was deployed by connecting the blue markers we had previously drawn with guidance of Verion.

Finally, we measured the angular difference between the reference marker and the second line. Thus, following the aforementioned simple steps, the Verion image-guided system could perform accurate and precise surgeries. The Abbreviation for FLACS, femtosecond laser-assisted cataract surgery.
was successfully integrated with the Ziemer Femto LDV Z8. The remaining procedures were performed according to the standard protocol. Treatment parameters were customized to accommodate each patient individually. Customized surgical procedures were performed through the precise placement of surgical incisions based on OCT images that identify ocular structures and automatically determine and display safety margins and suggested cut locations. Arcuate incisions were performed selectively based on surgeons’ discretion. Following laser procedures, the suction ring was released, and the CCI and arcuate incisions could be visualized clearly (Figure 2). The remaining procedures were performed under the guidance of the Verion system.

Results
The results of our study demonstrated that using Verion as the reference meridian for arcuate incisions resulted in an average of 8.08° and 2.66° clockwise and counterclockwise misalignments, respectively. In cases where only one eye was involved, meridian adjustment was not necessary after docking. No adverse event occurred during the procedures throughout the study. However, extra time was still required before initiating femtosecond laser for operating touch screen and marking on surgical eyes.

Discussion
The primary factor determining efficacy in astigmatism correction is the accuracy of the alignment with respect to arcuate incision creation and toric IOL implantation. The primary wound can also produce unwanted surgically induced astigmatism due to intraoperative misalignment. The importance of cyclotorsion cannot be overemphasized.

The standard reference marking method is performed under a slit lamp with the patient in upright sitting position. The slit lamp is turned to the horizontal position with the light centered on the apex of the cornea. Subsequently, the horizontal meridian is marked by scratching the cornea with a 27-gauge needle and a marking pen under topical anesthesia, as described in our previous study. The final step is the intraoperative alignment of secondary modalities with reference markers. The manual marking techniques were well accepted among surgeons, yet it may not be ideal to incorporate to FLACS system.

Femto LDV Z8 is the latest development in refractive and cataract surgery, promising high flexibility, high mobility, and a favorable safety profile. This modality with its previous versions features great precision in performing corneal lamellar refractive surgery and cataract surgery. However, it cannot detect cyclotorsion occurring while shifting from an upright to a supine position; other factors could also contribute to intraoperative misalignment including suction forces from the liquid–patient interface ring and vertical compressive forces from the laser projector during docking. Here, we developed a new method that potentially aids surgeons in marking the reference axis using the Verion image-guided system and can avoid possible misalignment. Therefore, a horizontal marker can also be used to adjust centration due to lens tilting during suction docking in cases of small eyes or poorly cooperative patients.

In addition, the high mobility of Femto LDV Z8 enables patient procedures to be performed on the same surgical table as cataract surgeries. Incorporation of the Verion system can avoid additional steps of patient transfer needed in traditional marking, eliminating associated risks during surgery.

In a recent study conducted by Hummel et al, topographer-based laser platform (LENSAR) for assessing cyclotorsions. Cyclotorsions ranged from 0° to 17° with a mean absolute value of ~5.81°. Although this can reduce the need for corneal marking and minimize residual cylindrical error, this method was exclusive to specific modalities due to the limited compatibility among different manufacturers and models. Furthermore, additional software, such as IntelliAxis (Topcon), may be required for transferring data from the topographer to LENSAR.

Newer technologies can now be applied to toric IOL implantation under digital image guidance. Current available
modalities in addition to Verion include Callisto Eye (Carl Zeiss Meditec AG), iTrace (Tracey Technologies, Houston, TX, USA), and TrueGuide (TrueVision 3D Surgical, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA).

However, except for the LenSx system, other femtosecond laser platforms cannot be combined with the Verion image-guided system. Therefore, although Verion is accessible, traditional manual marking continues to be the most commonly used technique in FLACS. With this new technique, the current advantages of FLACS can be easily augmented in terms of precision of incision or FSAK and management of misalignment owing to positional cyclotorsion or mechanical decentration.

Because of new modalities featuring intraoperative measurement and all-in-one integration systems, preoperative examination has been simplified and the consequently reduced procedural redundancy may minimize measurement errors. Data transfer, workflow, and prevention of read-off errors were found to be better with the new proposed method. However, additional studies are needed to compare variations in results obtained using this new technique with those obtained using manual marking without an image-guided system.
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